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Answer Script

Test 01
1) A choir of singers sung a beautiful song.

2) I like to watch the galaxy of stars.

3) A fleet of ships travelled across the ocean.

4) We walked up a flight of stairs

5) A staff of employees had a meeting.

6) The litter of puppies started barking

(1*5 = 05 marks)
Test 02
Roy – Hello, Sam . This is Ann.
Sam - Hi Ann, happy to hear from you
Roy – So do I
Sam – Is there any urgent matter?
Roy – Yeah..Our shramadana campaign is going to held next week.Will you come?
Sam – Yes I will
Roy – Its great. Please bring some tools.
Sam – Sure , Anything else?
Roy – No, See you there. Bye.
Sam – Bye.

(1*5 = 05 marks)

Test 03

It’s Sunday. We all are enjoying our (1).hobbies. Shani is climbing the tree to (2). pluck

some apples. Veroni is flying a (3).beautiful kite. I am drawing a picture of a (4)bee. My

brother is playing (5)with a ball. Our pet dog , Bingo is (6). also there to join him. Ashi is

reading a book (7). sitting under the apple tree. There is a small frog is (8).looking at her.

Ravi is (9) lying on the ground and sleeping well. Ram is (10). bringing some toys to

(11)repair . Its a great day.

(1*10 = 10marks)

Test 04

1. Write down any noun and an adjective from the given set of words.
a. a noun – cell /epidermis/exam/exit /eye/February
b. b. an adjective -clever/expensive
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2. What is the meaning of the word “epidermis”?
The out layer of skin

3. Find the antonyms for the given words
a. cheap - expensive b. dumb - clever

4. Find the synonyms for the given words
a. Intelligent - clever /skillful b. costly – expensive/high priced

5. Define “leap year” .
The second month of the year,having 28days in regular years and 29days every fourth
year.

((1*5= 05marks)

Test 05

2. Grade 6 students welcomed the chief guest.

The chief guest was welcomed by the grade 06 students.

3. Grade 7 students performed the welcome dance.

The welcome dance was performed by the grade 7 students.

4. Savithri sang the welcome song.

The welcome song was sung by Savithri.

5. Our parents prepared the refreshments.

The refreshments were prepared by our parents.

5. We will organize a concert.

A concert will be organized by us. (2*5= 10marks)

Test 06

Notice Content - 02 Language - 03 = 05 marks

Test 07

1. My sister, whom I introduced yesterday, visited the book fair at BMICH.
2. Nithya,Who is my sister’s friend also there with her.
3. She has met Nimna, whose father is a writer .
4. I picked her where we decided before.
5. The book that I am reading today is given by her.
6. I like to read adventurous which arouses curiosity.

(2*5= 10 marks)

Test 08

Fill in the blanks to complete the story using the given words.The first one is done for you.

One day, Mahadena Muttha decided he needs more 1.pupils and set out to find them. He

was accompanied by his five pupils. By the time it was dark he decided to spend the 2.

night at an ambalama. It was now time for 3dinner and Mahadena Muttha told Kotu
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Kithaiyya to go and buy some rice. He did so as he had some 4 knoweledge of arithmetic.

Mahadena Muttha sent Pol Ba Muna to 5. buy fish and vegetables.

Rabbada Aiyya was asked to build a 6. brick stove to cook the food. Puwak Badilla was sent

to bring 7. banana leaves to use as plates. Indi Katu Pancha was assigned the role of 8.cook.

After a while, Kotu Kitha Aiyya 9.returned /came empty handed and Pol Ba Muna too

came without the fish and vegetables . Puwak Badilla also 10.came /returned without the

banana leaves.Rabbada Aiyya too couldn’t find 11.three stones exactly the same shape.

As there weren’t any provisions no dinner could be cooked. Mahadena Muttha and the

golayas went to sleep hungry. (10 marks)

Test 09

1).Mark True or False
a) James King invented the first mechanical washing machine [√]
b) The first domestic automatic washing machine was introduced in 1850. [X]
c) Hamilton Smith invented the most successful model that resembled today's washing
machines. [X]

(1*3 = 3 marks)
2). Writes three benefits of using washing machines.
o It has allowed us to spend less
o It saves time and energy
o It saves money
o helps the environment by reducing water consumption (1*3 = 3 marks)

3) . Describe briefly how people used to wash cloths before the invention of the Washing
machine.
Before the washing machine, people had to wash their clothes by hand.

(2 marks)
4). Find the synonyms
1.unbelievable- incredible
2. forerunner - predecessor

(1*2 = 2 marks)

(10 marks)

Test 10 -
(10 marks) Content - 03 Language -03 Organization- 02 Mechanics of Writing -02


